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Film production role 1 Director  

Criterion A Portfolio pages (4) Mark 2/4

Comments

Filmmaker intentions are expressed in these pages but these are typically based on a specific 
assignment or in very general terms. There is some research and excellent visual evidence to 
support the written text. This is mostly descriptive with minimal discussion of the creative 
exploration or the meaning of the techniques used. The work evidences the following 
command term in the portfolio pages: Describe.

Criterion B Film reel (4) Mark 4/4

Comments
All three clips offer a clear understanding of film language. The candidate shows clear skills 
development and a strong process of creative exploration. The last clip shows clear directorial 
success with working with acting, delivery, lighting and tone. Excellent.

Film production role 2 Editor  

Criterion A Portfolio pages (4) Mark 3/4

Comments

There are clear filmmaker intentions stated which are appropriate to the role and adequate 
challenge. The candidate explains creativity and identifies some areas of challenge. There is 
a good balance of visual and written evidence supporting the candidates’ knowledge of the 
chosen film production role. The candidate gives a detailed account with reasons but does 
not evaluate. This work is over the 3 page limit and the portion after 3 pages was not read or 
assessed. The work evidences the following command term in the portfolio pages: Explain.

Criterion B Film reel (4) Mark 4/4

Comments
The candidate clearly demonstrates excellent ability as an editor. A variety of techniques have 
been attempted and a high level of proficiency of skill demonstrated. The films are highly 
effective and meet the intentions as set out by the candidate. 

Film production role 3 Cinematographer  

Criterion A Portfolio pages (4) Mark 4/4

Comments

Despite being an animation the candidate keeps the pages very focused on the role of 
cinematographer. The candidate explains the choice of shot and the meaning created. There 
is evidence of excellent creativity and clear references to influences. The candidate uses film 
vocabulary comfortably and it is clear that they are confident in the role. The work evidences 
the following command term in the portfolio pages: Evaluate.

Criterion B Film reel (4) Mark 4/4

Comments
This is an excellent short. The candidate meets their intentions clearly and the 
cinematography plays a large role in the success of this animation. This is an accomplished 
and refined piece of work. 



Film teacher support material 2

Commentary

General 
commentary 

There is exceptional diversity and range of skill demonstrated in 
this portfolio. The candidate has engaged with a range of genre, 
styles and roles. There are excellent explanations and use of visual 
evidence throughout. Some of the intentions could have been more 
refined and more consistent evaluation would also help. Otherwise 
this is an excellent portfolio.  

Total

Mark
21/24


